Join us at the Social Engineering professional workshop

Terminus System Information Security Workshops & Training Courses Series

LEARN HOW TO FIND YOUR OWN SYSTEMS
VULNRABILITIES BEFORE THE BAD GUYS ATTACK
THEM
Register Now

How can you promote your social engineering skills?
We introduce you to key social engineering concepts, the goals of social engineering and
a myriad of reconnaissance tools that will help prepare you for successful campaigns. We
complete it with exercises centered on the most popular and scalable form of social
engineering, phishing.
We focus heavily on payloads for your social engineering engagements. We will cover
how to avoid detection, limit the risk of your payloads causing issues and how to build a
bespoke payload that works and looks the part of your selected snare. Following that we
will introduce another powerful skill with pretexting and cover how these can be combined
to get payloads running. We end it with a capture the flag where students can apply their
new found skills and a section covering the top dos and don'ts in an engagement.

Is this Workshop for you?
If you have been considering upgrading your skills in Social Engineering, this
workshop is for you.
This workshop provides the blend of knowledge required to add social engineering skills
to your penetration testing portfolio. Successful social engineering utilizes psychological
principles and technical techniques to measure your success and manage the risk. This

workshop covers the principles of persuasion and the psychology foundations required to
craft effective attacks and bolsters this with many examples of what works from both cyber
criminals and the authors experience in engagements.

THIS WORKSHOP IS A 1-DAY TRAINING CURRICULUM THAT PREPARES
STUDENTS TO PROTECT THEMSELVES WHILE OPERATING ON
UNTRUSTED (PUBLIC) NETWORKS
In this workshop you'll learn how to perform recon on targets using a wide variety of sites
and tools, create and track phishing campaigns, and develop media payloads that
effectively demonstrate compromise scenarios. You'll also learn how to conduct
pretexting exercises, and we wrap the course with a fun "Capture the Human" exercise
to put what you've learned into practice. This is the perfect course to open up new attack
possibilities, to better understand the human vulnerability in attacks and to let you practice
snares that have proven themselves in tests time and time again.
This workshop is an instructor-led, group-live instruction that includes relevant topics and
hands-on practical exercises. Scenario-based practical exercises will be performed.
Students will be shown how to select from a variety of open source (free) security tools
and employ techniques to successfully secure their personal data.
This workshop can accommodate up to 15 students

Key objectives






Social engineering introduction
The Psychology of Social Engineering
Social Engineering Goals
Setting up for Success
Targeting and Recon













Secure & Convincing Phishing
Tracking Clicks
Secure Phishing Forms
USB and Media Drops
Building a Payload
Clicks That Work
Successful Pretexting
Tailgating and Physical Access
Social Engineering Reports
SE: Where it all Fits
Risky Business

HANDS-ON TRAINING









Recon & Profiling - applying the tools
Tracking Clicks - measuring your SE success
SET Site Cloning - building a believable phishing site
Data Logging - building more advanced credential and data theft portals
Roll your own payload - limit risk, avoid detection and prove your pentest
Pretty Payloads - making your payloads look the part
Pretexting - persuading your way to data
Capture the Human - blended SE challenge
For more information or if you would like to register, visit our web site
www.terminus-system.com or email training@terminus-system.com
Register Now

